The cost of structural components in a large superconducting coil may well exceed the coil and cryostat cost. As a result, the idea of constructing a system composed of two different coil types assembled in such a way that the forces balance and reduce the total structural requirement is oft proposed . A suitable geometry has never been found for the fundamental reason that there can be no force compensated solution. In this paper, the general problem is presented and an analysis of the energy stored and stresses produced in the structure are described in a fundamental way. Finally, the relation between structural mass M and stored energy E, M ~ ~, dmt is valid for all. magnetic systems is <J w developed, where p is the density of the structure and <J w is the working stress in the structure.
Introduction
Studies of large superconducting magnet systems show that the total cost of structure, usually in hoop tension, is proportional to the stored energy.I,2,3 For very large systems, the structure would be the largest cost component. Two paths have been proposed to reduce structure requirements. The first Is to provide a means of. transmitting the Lorentz forces acting on the windings to an external, warm and inexpensive support structure such as rock. This is the technique that is Included in all the superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) proposals at presen!. The second is to develop two coils or coil families in which the forces cancel and thus reduce dIe structural requirement.
The general approach to developing Olis concept is to consider an infinitely long coil made up of two elements. The innermost is a conventional solenoid. The second component is an axial current on the outer surface. If a short section is evaluated, it can be shown that Ole local .forces can be made to cancel exactly. Unfortunately, the ends of this system are the source of dirriculty. the proposal is converted to one in which this long coU is twisted around onto itself to form a combined poloidal!toroidal system. The device shown in Fig. 1 and proposed by Mawardi 4 for an energy storage plant is a combination of toroidal and poloidal coil systems. At first glance, this . coil design appears to contradict the rather general relationship between the energy stored in a mechanical system and Ole required support structure. 11lis relation is often referred to as the virial theorem. 5 The geometry of the force-compensated coil proposed is quite straight forward to conceive of, but it is complicated to calculate the forces and required current densities in detail. Without any clear proof that this particular coil configuration must also satisfy the structural mass requirement, it appeared to some as a potential contradiction to Ole virial theorem. 11lfcc specific arguments now lead us to conclude tlmt this coil configuration would not be effective for a SMES application . First, a detailed stud y 6 that attempted to find specific coil shapes that exhibited a reduction in tile structural requirements was unsuccessful.
Second, for a given stored energy, the amount of conductor required in tllis force-compensated coil is 50 to 100% greater than in proposed SMES designs.? Third, the virial theorem can be developed for and shown to be valid for general multiple coil systems, including the geometry proposed in which one coil is contained wiOlin anotherS.
Other authors have also considered the basic limitations on the relation between the energy stored in a magnetic field and the resulting structural requirements. Moon 9 discussed the validity of the virial theorem and estimated the magnitude of the inequality for various systems. Eyssa and Boom tO used a virtual work model to arrive at a conclusion similar to that given here.
Though the fact that a force· compensated geometry 'might not be economically viable if found, and that none have been found might seem sufficient to discredit this approach, It Is appropriate to show that there are fundamental reasons why this concept is not valid and thus eliminate it from further consideration. In the sections below, the economic issue is developed first. The quantity of conductor required in a force-compensated coil is presented to show that the configuration is 100 expensive for further consideration. TIlen, following the mathematics developed in earlier works on this subject (see refs. 4, 6, 8, and II) , it is shown that the virinl theorem does apply to any coil geometry.
Cost Analysis of the Force-Compensated Coil System
As a first approximation, the volume of superconductor required in a coil is proportional to the stored energy raised to the 2/3 power. A useful comparison for different coils having Il,e same geometry Is Vsc=C E2/3 B-1/3, where C depends only on the geometry, E is the stored energy, and B is the magnetic field strength} Two distinct coils constitute the force-compensated system. The first is toroidal and the second is poloidal. The values of the coefficients, Ct and C p , for Il,e toroidal and /loloidal coils, respectively, are found from the relationships among the inductance, the maximum field, and the stored energy .
where b = aIR is the ratio of the minor to major radius of the torus.
That the maximum field is approximately the same for the coils helps us estimate the effectiveness of this geometry. The results for a range of values of bare shown In Fig. 2 . All conductor requirements shown are for the same total stored energy and allow a comparison of the different coils. The values indicated at the left are for other coil geometries. The solenoid with an a aspect 2 ratio, heighl/diameter of 0.01 requires only 67% as much superconductor as the proposed force-compensated system, and a solenoid with an aspect ratio of 0.3 requires about 50% as much.
Because Ille cost of superconductor is a large portion of the total system cost, the cost of additional conductor alone makes Il,e force·compensated design too expensive for further consideration. 
TIle Virial Theorem for Magnetic Syslems
A study of the equilibrium conditions of any mechanical system leads to a relation between the forces in the system and stresses in Il,e supporting structure, -= or momentum should there be motion, is F = -V S , where F is the local body force and S is the elastic tensor. Basically, if you push on something, there wiU be some resistance.
One method of deriving the virial theorem is to integrate the scaler product of a position vector on each side of this relationship over all space. The left hand side of (3) is then can be treated similarly
where Sills the trace of the stress tensor and tl,e negative sign indicates tension.
Because of the fonn of Maxwell's equations, for any single coil configuration, the surface integrals vanish. This Is usually shown by evaluating them at a large distance from the origin where the fields and forces approach zero. Using this fact and combining these two expressions gives
The left hand side of this equation is the total energy and the right hand side is the net tensile stress. The mass of support structure is related to Sii and geometry. If the local working stress o(x,y,z) is a constant Ow throughout, tl,en ISjj dY = CJw·Y and one obtains tl,e relation.
where p Is the density of the structural material.
If some of tl,e material is not stressed to the level Ow then the total mass will increase. Also, if some structure is under compression then additional structure must be In tension to compensate. Thus, the final relation M ~ ~ .
Ow
The Yirial Theorem for Multiple Coil Systems In a qualitative sense, it is evident that, at some level, the forces on the tw() sets of coils in Fig. I will be in opposition and thus there will be some cancellation. TIle question is "do the forces cancel to an extent that the structural requirements are reduced below the vidal limit?" For the discussion below, we assume there are two coils having some generalized geometry and tl,at tl,e 3 coils are in contact so that some of the forces between tl,e coils are opposing. Following Mawardi,5 we construct a surface Sb that completely encloses onc of the coils. This surface divides space into two distinct volumes. For the volume Vi inside Sb, U,e relationship between the stored energy and material stress is given by
where the volume integral on the left describes the stored energy inside Sb. The two surface integrals relate to the forces that are transmitted across Sb. In the analysis leading to the formulas in the previous section, these surfaces were removed to a great distance where the integrals were negligible. TI,ey cannot be neglected here.
The equivalent equation for the infinite volume outside Sb is
Here there arc additional surface integrals at large distances which have been dropped because their contribution is zero.
n,e surface intregals in tl,ese two equations appear to be identical. There is one important difference though, tlle normal surface vectors dS ~ ii d~ are opposite on the dilTerent sides of the surface. Thus
Adding the two equations gives the same result as for the single coil case, where V ~ Vi + V 0 .
Sii dV ~qM P Thus, it is possible to conclude that the virial tl,corem holds for any set of coils and that the apparent force cancellation cannot reduce the structural requirement Comments One should take a moment to consider why this relation has been considered an extension of the virial theorem. Clausius 12 was concerned with the relation between mechanical forces and heat. He developed tl.e virial theorem, which he called a "mechanical theorem applicable to heat" to show that relations known to apply to systems such as tl.e relation between kinetic and potential energies for particles in planetary motion, could also be applied to a wide class of problems involving the fundamental potentials and forces that exist between particles. The term "virial" was his name for the 1 ~ -expression 2 I: x· F, which is the equivalent of f x • F dV used here.
